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Introduction
In recent years, Mars has been a large topic of study.  One of 

the most prevalent areas of research has been the search for 

evidence of water. Remnants of fluvial processes have been 

found littering the surface of Mars – particularly in 

craters. Much like Earth, fluvial features in craters or crater-

like formations tend to form gullies. Gullies form by water 

flowing over the land surface, eroding as it goes. The area-

slope analyses conducted in this research provides a 

quantitative measure of similarity between Martian and 

Earth gullies. The amount of incision taken from cross slope 

topographic profiles provide an additional measure of 

similarity. The goal is to see if gully form on Mars differs from 

gully form on Earth. 

Methods
• DTM data for Mars was collected from the University of 

Arizona’s HiRISE program online 

(http://hirise.lpl.arizona.edu/).

• For Earth gullies, LiDAR elevation data were retrieved 

from the OpenTopography site

(http://www.opentopography.org/).

• Watersheds were generated for all images from both Earth 

and Mars in Global Mapper to locate surface flow pathsas

a proxy for gullies and assist with upstream area 

measurement. 

• Streams was chosen at random and the area (km2), slope of 

the stream, and slope of the parallel ridge were recorded.

• Cross slope topographic profiles were created and a 

measurement from each trough to crest was collected.

• Graphs of area vs. slope were then created to determine 

any differences in concavity and steepness between the 

gullies. 

• Average incised distances from gully relief were calculated 

to ascertain differences in gully depth between Earth and 

Mars.

Area Slope Analyses

Earth Mars
▼ Scatter plots display stream and ridge slopes and upstream contributing areas in gullied craters on Mars and Earth.  Blue dots represent stream slopes.  Red dots represent 

ridge slopes. In brief, both Mars and Earth exhibit the same concavity and steepness in gully profiles (as reflected in the power law coefficient and exponent respectively).

◄ Chart displays power law averages

for Earth (values on left) and Mars

(values on right). Blue represents 

the exponent, red represents the 

coefficient. They look identical!

Table shows power law averages for ►

each location.

Crater Lake, OR              Hillslope Processes, Mars       Zumba Crater, Mars Olympus Mons, Mars
Gully Incision Analyses
▼ The following are cross slope topographic profiles of gullies with corresponding average gully relief. Both Earth and Mars exhibit similar relief.

Earth Mars

Hillslope Processes

Crater Lake, OR Olympus Mons

Roan Plateau, CO Gasa Crater

Ubehebe Crater, CA Palikir Crater

Valles Caldera, NM Zumba Crater

Conclusions
• Drainage basins on Earth are 

usually more developed and 

easier to see.

• Mars and Earth gullies have 

the same form in terms of 

concavity and steepness index.

• Average incision amount (that 

is, the gully relief) is about the 

same on Earth as Mars, at 

least for these cases. 

• Slope tends to be higher on 

Earth’s escarpments (Roan 

Plateau and volcanic craters.
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Abstract
Crater walls on Mars exhibit gullies strikingly similar to 

gullies on Earth. But how similar are they? Decreases in 

downstream slope are typical for terrestrial drainage 

basins. In addition, terrestrial gullies on Earth often exhibit 

a threshold in the area-slope relation - particularly for gullies 

formed as a result of debris flow generation. Do Martian 

gullies exhibit concavity and a threshold in the area-slope 

relation? To answer this question, we analyzed elevation data 

sets from NASA’s HiRise program. We generated synthetic 

watersheds through the Global Mapper software, and 

extracted drainage area, stream gradient of streams and 

slopes of parallel ridges. We measured cross slope and down 

slope profiles to document gully form and observe down 

cutting trends to compare to the parallel ridge slope. On 

comparing the measurements to terrestrial gullies in 

comparable settings (escarpments and craters) between Mars 

and Earth, we find that gullies on Earth generally yield a 

higher slope than those on Mars. In addition, slopes between 

gullies and their adjacent ridges show no significant 

differences. This suggests that Martian stream erosion may 

not have persisted for sufficient periods of time to develop 

concave valley profiles or lacked the necessary energy to 

produce steep gullies.
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